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We are now two thirds of the way through the school year and exam season is 
almost upon us. Students in Years 11- 13 should have begun their revision and 
be utilising the extra support sessions that staff have put on for them. Details of 
revision classes are available on the school website. Please encourage your son 
or daughter to make the most of the Easter holidays to revise.

New York
On the 8th of February 2018, thirty-two students and four teachers departed from 
Heathrow airport at 11:20 am excited for the week ahead. Upon arrival there was an 
obvious change in culture, and hearing the American accents and seeing the bright 
yellow taxis and school buses only heightened my excitement. As we headed towards 
our hotel we got our first glimpse of the New York skyline, which was backlit by our 
first American sunset, and to say it was breath-taking would be an understatement. 
We completed our first day in the city with dinner at Bubba Gump’s restaurant and free 
time in Time Square. Time Square was one of the most amazing parts of the trip in my 
opinion because the endless photos I’d seen before the trip were nothing compared 
to the feeling of standing in the middle of the hustle and bustle whilst the whole area 
was illuminated by the glowing lights. There was so much to take in that any trace of 
being tired from the travel had completely dissipated as the entire group stood stunned 
by the view. 

On our first full day in New York we went on a four-hour bus tour which gave us an 
opportunity to see some of the most famous sites the city has to offer. Our tour guide, 
Jared, was friendly, helpful and answered all the question we fired at him. He pointed 
out recognisable buildings and areas that I’d only ever seen in movies whilst offering 
an insightful and interesting explanation of the city’s history and how it has evolved 
over the years. We stopped off at various points, such as Grand Central Station, and 
had group photos taken in front of the skyline. We concluded the tour at the 9/11 
memorial pools which were stunning and offered a time of peaceful reflection. That 
evening the group embarked on the Dinner Disco Cruise, where we observed the city 
at night from the boat’s top deck. We passed the Statue of Liberty but I was unable to 
take a single picture that captured how incredible the lights and the buildings looked. 

The week continued with amazing opportunities, like our visit to the 86th floor of the 
Empire State Building and that evening, a visit to the top of the Rock. Despite the fact 
it rained all day, spirits remained high and with a quick readjustment of the group plans 
everyone was pleased with a bit of extra shopping time at Macy’s, one of the worlds 
largest department stores. We toured the world renowned, Maddison Square Garden 
which included access to the boxes that are typically rented for a million dollars per 
year. Another highlight of the trip was the incredible 
Broadway show ‘Wicked’ and dinner at Bucca Di Beppo. 
Our final meal in NYC was at Ellen’s Stardust Diner that 
provided great food paired with talented waiters and 
waitresses performing well known musical hits. 

We are extraordinarily lucky to have teachers such as Mrs 
Wright who put so much effort into the trips they arrange 
and I know that my trip to New York city will be one that 
I will remember for a lifetime. Along with my peers I was 
able to experience so many incredible things in such a 
short period of time and I would highly recommend the 
trip to any student who has the opportunity. 

Jemma Warner
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CERN Visit

On a snowy night in February, 48 intrepid students and staff left the safety of CCGS 

for a voyage of discovery, seeking the elusive Higgs Boson and investigating the 

origins of the universe. Their destination was the mythical CERN particle accelerator 

located in the far flung land of Switzerland.

Thanks to their team of dedicated drivers who bravely fought the worse conditions 

ever known to man and woman on British roads, the party made the safety of 

Gatwick and hence arrived in Geneva with time to spare.  A visit to the United 

Nations headquarters was duly completed, culminating with a visit to the rickety 

three legged chair, the purpose of which remains shrouded in mystery.

On the dawning of the long anticipated day of discovery, it seemed that the God’s 

themselves were conspiring against us.  Snow drifts seven feet deep, polar bears and 

broken buses had to be overcome.  Hikes into the unknown were required before we 

could reach our destination; CERN and its multiple synchrotrons.  After developing 

a unifying theorem before lunch, the explorers went on a voyage of discovery to 

deepest darkest Geneva, breaking the record for the number of snowballs incident 

on one person in the process, before returning to the base camp and a well-earned 

good night’s sleep.

Our expected day of departure arrived with the realisation that more snow had 

made our flight home questionable.  A visit to the history of science museum was 

completed, offering all a glimpse of the weird and wonderful gizmos of the past. A 

snowball battle later, and the trip was complete, all except the flight home.  Or so 

we thought…

The additional day did not dampen the spirits, with the students taking all in their 

stride and accepting their fate with grace and good humour.  With only small hurdles 

now in our path, the mighty 48 arrived back home exhausted, poorer, but a good 

deal wiser.
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The VIVIT Core Experience at CCGS

On Thursday 8th February 2018 around 100 Year 13, 12 and 11 students from CCGS, 

Dane Court, St Lawrence College and St George’s School attended the amazing 

VIVIT Core Experience organised at the Lower School site of Chatham & Clarendon 

Grammar School by Ms Nicholas (teacher of Biology). 

As introduction to the dissection event, students were treated to the history of human 

dissection - beginning right back with Hippocrates through time, Galen’s anatomy, 

Leonardo’s paintings, Vesalius’s revolution, Henry Grey’s Anatomy through two 

world wars, Trafford (the birthplace of the NHS) and finally on into the modern age. 

Fascinating stuff…

The programme was conducted by Samuel Piri and Scarlett Mellor; clinically trained, 

QTS accredited and highly experienced in human cadaveric dissection.  The 

programme took 4 hours, which were split into 2 sessions of 2 hours each. Using 

VIVIT, a semi-synthetic human cadaver and anatomy of spent swine origin they 

were able to teach how the human body functions. Students had opportunities 

to see, touch and feel the dissection of the major anatomical cavities and their 

organs and organ systems. Supported by real cadaveric imagery Sam and Scarlett 

demonstrated human anatomy like students never get to see.

This event showcased the world’s only semi-synthetic human cadaver and 

gave students a detailed insight into anatomy and the day-to-day life of a 

medical professional. Students were able to examine real organs and see the 

anatomical structures in practice. The enjoyment on the day is evident in the 

pictures below…

Students had the following to say after the event…

“Even though I am not interested in pursuing a medicine/health-related career, I 

found the Vivit Experience to be extremely informative, interesting and it gave me 

an insight into the profession and opportunities of dissection that I may never get to 

do again. It also helped me gain a broader context and knowledge to some A-level 

topics which helped me understand them better.” (Rose Dorken; Year 13)

“I had the opportunity to be part of the Vivit core experience, held at Chatham & 

Clarendon Grammar School. I found this day not only interesting, but also very 

informative. I learned new terminology that I now feel comfortable using and was 

even able to get up close with the specimens, applying and putting what we had 

learned into context. A thoroughly enjoyable day!”  (Alicia Fooks; Year 13)
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Computer Science Cup Winners

Congratulations to Kareshram Mohanaram and Max Parpworth who won the Computer 

Science Cup for Mann-Somerville.

The Year 9s were tasked with the challenge to design a software application which helps 

society. We had a lot of creative entries which covered a lot of current issues. But in the 

end we decided to award them the cup, as the level of detail and creativity for a unique 

idea that had not been thought of before. We liked the idea of an application that can 

benefit the environment by teaching the importance of plants and living organisms. The 

judges from the department were very impressed with the hard work which had gone into 

the entry, as well as the level of detail which described how the application worked, how 

it would benefit society. Designs of how the app would look were also included in high 

detail.

Well done to the students and to everyone else who worked hard on their designs!
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Thanet Music and Drama Festival

The Thanet Music and Drama Festival is in full swing once again, with, as I write, the Instrumental 

and Dance sections still to end.

Our students have already featured in the Speech and Drama, Piano, and Vocal sections, with a 

good clutch of trophy wins between them.

Kabelan Naguleswaran, Kareshram Mohanaram and Rakshyen Mohanaram each took part 

in two speech classes, as did Ruby Lydford who won 1st place in her prose-reading class. 

Niamh Edgington performed two monologues, and won two cups (the Gold Cup for Dramatic 

Achievement, and the Charles Dickens plate). Reginold and Reynard Baskaran were each in four 

classes with a host of 1st and 2nd places between them, and Reginold winning the Mary Raven 

Cup for Speech, and Reynard the Margate Bible Society Cup.
The following Saturday saw our pianists performing; Jake Stevens, Bethia and Martha Carter 

(who again together won their duet class), and Hannah Baker who was awarded the Junior Cup.

The Vocal section always sees a lot of our students participating, and this year there seemed 

more than ever. Sidika Barton, Maddie Read, Lilly Howse, Madeleine Doody, Lottie Smith, 

Bradley Bissett, Molly Jones, Ruby Dirksen, Kati Sembridge and Maedhbh McCabe all took part 

in the same “song from a musical” class (along with 19 others)! It was won by an electrifying 

performance from Bradley singing Electricity… Kati and Maedhbh also took part in other classes, 

with the latter winning the Traditional Folk Song for her age, and Kati the set solo and art song, 

and being awarded the Eileen Vesey Cup. But it was again Kayleigh Stevens-Keatley who swept 

the board in the older classes winning four cups and several additional 1st places. Melodie and 

Lucy Karczewski, Imogen Downey Edwards, Beth McKeand and Katie McNally also took part in 

the age relevant “Musicals” classes, with 2nd places for Melodie and Beth, and a 3rd for Katie. 

There were some great performances in all these classes, and for many it was their 1st time in 

the festival… Makes me very proud to watch them and know they are part of the school.

Several of our students are also taking part in the Dance section, and I apologise if I have not 

spotted your name… do let me know how you get on. Madeleine Doody, Kine Thompson, Anna 

Redmond and Oliver Jones are certainly performing.

The Festival always ends with a Gala Concert, held this year on the 23rd at the Sarah Thorne 

Theatre, with my old acting partner, now BBC presenter Evan Davis as our VIP. Many of our 

winning students will be taking part in this too, and they will receive their trophies during the 

evening.

Lynn Myhill, CCGS Librarian, TMDF secretary/Speech & Drama convenor
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Sound of Music

Although a million miles from last year’s musical, “Jesus Christ Superstar”, this 

year’s CCGS production, “Sound of Music”, did share something in common with 

it… it was also fantastic. Many people turn their noses up at this “saccharine” 

show, but even they would have been hard-pressed not to have enjoyed this 

production. And, again just like last year, it was the teamwork that stood out, 

whether that was in the professionally drilled team of Von Trapp children, the 

expert singing from the chorus (including much precise, well-balanced four-part 

harmony) or just in the fact that no-one was seen to be vying for the “I’m best” 

slot.

The live band melded well with the recorded backing track so that one was 

not left thinking which was which, and all technical aspects were very slickly 

handled; lights, music and scene-changing with the ingeniously hinged sets 

making these mercifully swift. 

All the soloists were well-cast and breathed their characters to life… Kayleigh 

Stevens Keatley was surely born to play the Mother Abbess, but not only expertly 

sang the part, but brought real feeling and empathy to the role. Her main nuns, 

Daisy Shingles, Alice Whelan and Lucy Karcsewski worked well together and 

also revealed individual character traits.

Issy Fry excelled as Maria; a beautifully nuanced performance showing a whole 

range of emotions and coping with a huge number of songs without trying to 

copy Julie Andrews… Opposite her, Josh Walton as the Captain, ably showed 

the hidden depths of his character as he gradually thawed in Maria’s presence.

Owen Barnett (last year’s Herod), as Max, again revealed his flair for comedy, 

and was ably partnered by Amber Malley in the tricky role of the thwarted Elsa, 

particularly when coping with the two songs which didn’t appear in the film. Alfie 

Lawrence as Rolf showed he still had some feeling for Liesel (Orla Whelan) in 

the tense final scene, and together they were awkwardly touching in “Going on 

16”.

The entire Von Trapp family were charming; catching a glimpse of them in 

rehearsal determined me to get to see the whole production. They worked 

excellently together, but were also able to find individual character qualities to 

bring to the fore.

Well done to everyone involved, and a huge thank-you-well-done to Ms Hollman, 

Mrs Cackett, and Mr and Mrs Gibbons. What’s next?
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Artsmark Platinum Award

Earlier this year Chatham & Clarendon 

Grammar School was awarded the 

Artsmark Platinium Award.  This is an 

incredible achievement considering 

only ten other schools in the South East of England currently hold such an award.  

It is the well-deserved accolade for school-wide dedication to providing a broad, 

balanced curriculum for all. The award follows a fantastic year for creativity 

within the school and celebrates the school commitment to arts and cultural 

education. Throughout the academic year, our students have been offered equal 

opportunities to influence, lead, experience and evaluate a diverse range of 

high-quality arts and cultural activities across a broad range of media. This, in 

turn, has improved teaching and learning across the school in all areas of the 

curriculum.   

The school provided such opportunities for both internal and external staff 

from schools in the local community. Strong partnerships with arts and cultural 

organisations such as Dreamland, The Turner Contemporary and Create 

Education have had a real and positive impact on providing creative experiences 

at all levels within the school. Collaborations such as the “Thanet STEAM 

network” led by CCGS students and staff has been just one of the fantastic tools 

we have used to give our young people the opportunity to continually develop 

their knowledge, skills, and understanding of arts and culture.    

The Assessment Panel at The Arts Council commented on this outstanding 

achievement for the school and the local community it serves, stating “The 

panel was thrilled to see the extent to which the school has worked to extend its 

leadership, partnership working, cross-curricular work and range of offer through 

a dedicated approach to STEAM and development of a new network.” Highlights 

included the commitment to the delivery of Arts Award at all levels, with eleven 

teachers across multiple schools trained as advisors. Students exercised their 

leadership skills whilst delivering workshops and managing the live project of 

developing a new arts website.   

Moving forward, we are very excited about new and further developments in 

the school’s arts and culture provision. An example of which is the 2018 Thanet 

STEAM Network currently underway and in the process of planning a two-day 

STEAM festival hosted at the Turner Contemporary and Dreamland in June 2018. 

If you know of a primary school whom would like to be part of this creative 

STEAM experience please let us know.    
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https://www.therebutnotthere.org.uk 

 
There But Not There is the 2018 Armistice project for the 
charity Remembered. Which aims to: 

• Inspire communities to purchase and install our 
silhouettes of their local Fallen wherever they 
are listed for the Armistice Period, 2018, and/or 
to buy our 6’ Tommy figure for use in a public space at any time through 2018 

• Educate all generations about why they made the ultimate sacrifice 
• Raise very substantial funds to help heal those suffering from the hidden wounds of war 

1918 – 2018   This year it is 100 years since the 
end of the First World War when the armistice 
was signed in the early hours of 11th November 
1918 with the ceasefire to begin at 11am. 
 

It is also 100 years since the deaths, during the 
conflict, of Arthur Lewis Thomas (24th April 1918) 
and John William Mann (22nd August 1918). Both 
men taught at the Ramsgate County School (RCS) 
a forerunner of our school today, and our Houses 
Mann Somerville (MS) and Thomas Sharman (TS) 
are named in their memory. Further information 
can be found on our website House pages. 
  
Dr Tebutt (former Head of Thomas’) and  
Mr Ferguson (Head of Mann Somerville) will be 
journeying in April to France to visit the Somme 
Pozieres Memorial where there is an inscription 
for Thomas and the Franviller Communal 
Cemetery Extension where Mann rests to lay 
wreaths in their honour on behalf of our School. 
Photographs of their visit will be displayed on our 
website. 
 

Our book of remembrance, which is kept in the 
Chatham Site Library includes the names of 14 
more students/teachers who gave their lives 
between 1914 and 1918. 
 

There But Not There 
 

The charity Remembered, details below, have 
inspired us to commemorate our own history by 
joining in their project to bring the names of the 
fallen out of the pages of a book and amongst us. 
 
We are therefore proposing to raise funds to 
purchase at least one of the lifesize sculptures 
based on the Tommy silhouette. And to represent 
the 14 men in some way depending on the amount 
we can raise. 

                                                  
 

A separate email will be sent out shortly to request 
donations. However if you wish to know more or 
would like to make a donation now please contact  
Mrs Hurrell at the Chatham Site or by email:  
shurrell@ccgrammarschool.co.uk 
 

The sculptures will be on 
display and plans are 
underway to produce our 
own installation during 
Remembrance Week for 
students – past and present 
and members of the public to 
view. Further details will be 
published later in the Year.  
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UKMT Intermediate Maths Challenge February 2018

We have had a record year for our 
Intermediate challenge results, with 14 gold, 
25 silver and 19 bronze certificates in the 
Intermediate challenge! We are very proud of 
the students who achieved such high scores 
in this challenging maths competition. Lydia 
Nottingham achieved best in Year 9 and also 
best in school award, Pawel Lisowski best 
in Year 10 and William Burgess was best in 
Year 11.

Gold certificates go to

Year 11: William Burgess, Ben Milnes, 
Kazki Fairman, Rosie Axon, Jonah Worledge, 
Joseph Skendrovic, Timothy Attwell, 
Richard Aspital, Leon Perkins, Georgia Silk, 
George Edwards, Elizabeth Baker

Year 10 students: Pawel Lisowski

Year 9: Lydia Nottingham

Silver Certificates go to

Year 11: Lucy Manning, James Hinton, 
Grace Broadley, Madelein Ballantine, 
Katrina Booth, Jack Lamport, 
Sommer Ainsley, Shaun Liddle, Ruth Child, 
Alasdair Kingston, Elena Dalecki, 
Finn Kramer, Djamel Turner, Oliver Robertson
Year 10: Sophia Pegden, Jack Barton, 
Leon Munt, Harrison Leach, Alfred Manville, 
Sammy Wu

Bronze certificates go to

Year 11: Harry Clemo, Toby Attwell, 
Laura Scott, Kiera Coffey, Ethan Page, 
Tyler Chance, Gage Fassam, 
Amanda Courtice, Tegan Rickwood

Year 10: Melissa Palmer, Noah Dodson, 
Ashwin Ganesaratnam, Leela Brookes, 
Jack Goode, Rhys Gullick, Nicole Mccorry

An amazing eleven students made it to the 
follow on Pink Kangaroo round. This will be 
our busiest Kangaroo round yet! 9



British Mathematical Olympiad (round 1)

Hal Mutton and Joshua Attwell took the 3.5 hour BMO1 paper and achieved impressive scores 

of  27 and 39 respectively.

Hal received a certificate of qualification and Joshua a certificate of distinction. Well done to both 

of you! What a fine way to finish your UKMT and BMO careers spanning seven years!

Year 10 Maths Feast 3.14.1(8) 

Hunger was sated on Pi Day at the Spitfire 
Cricket Ground in Canterbury where the 
annual Maths Feast took place. Four 
Year 10 students from CCGS (Sammy 
Wu, Pawel Lisowski, Leon Munt and 
Sophia Pegden) made up a team which 
represented the school  competing 
against a host of other local schools in 
this hotly contested maths competition. 
The team performed splendidly by 
finishing in the top five. Well done team!

My Thanet App

There is often noticeable amounts of rubbish outside the school sites and on the walk between sites. 
In the spirit of community mindedness, the following information might be of interest to both students 
and parents. My Thanet App is a free mobile app developed in order to provide residents with a more 
convenient way to contact Thanet District Council to report key streetscene issues. These include: 
dumped rubbish; graffiti and missed bin collections.

And Finally...

School closes on Thursday 29th 
March at 3.25pm and recommences on 
Tuesday 17th April at 8.40am. 

We wish everyone a safe and restful 
break.

Our Special Visitor

We are very excited to welcome a special visitor to the school: on Wednesday 28th March the Archbishop 

of Canterbury will be visiting the school as part of a week of visits to Thanet. We are hoping that he will 

take the Lower School Assembly and then meet with older students who are taking GCSE Religious 

Studies and A Level Philosophy and Ethics for a question and answer session. 
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